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Note to Reader:

I have been writing about rethinking civil registration systems since 2006
 “The Challenges with Identity Verification”
Over the last year and a bit, I have written 32 papers, including two proposals, on the impacts
from the technological tsunami. Here’s a listing of them, by subject area, with links to each one:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Thought Papers
o Artificial Intelligence & Legal Identification – A Thought Paper
 Artificial Intelligence & Legal Identification
o Human Migration, Physical and Digital Legal Identity – A Thought Paper
 Human Migration, Physical and Digital Legal Identity
o Digital Twins/Virtual Selves, Identity, Security and Death – A Thought Paper
 Digital Twins/Virtual Selves, Identity, Security and Death
Proposals and Discussion Paper:
o Bot Legal Identity Proposal
 Proposals for Identification of Bots (Physical and Virtual Robots)
o Human Legal Identity Proposal
 Proposals Paper – Incremental Approach to Implementing New Age
Legal Identity
o Background Information on Legal Identity, Data,
Consent and Federation
 Background Information on Legal Identity, Data,
Consent and Federation
Example story of an identity’s lifecycle
o The Identity Lifecycle of Jane Doe
Technological Tsunami Wave of Change
o Harnessing the Technological Tsunami Wave of Change
Legal Privacy Framework for the Tsunami Age
o Legal Privacy Framework for the Tsunami Age
One-page summary
o One Pager - The Age of AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Human Cloning
Technological Tsunami and IAM
o Technological Tsunami & Future of IAM
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

New age identity, data, and consent
o Privacy Gone – AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Personal Data
o I Know Who You Are & What You’re Feeling - Achieving Privacy in a NonPrivate World
o Consent Principles in the New Age – Including Sex
o Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Cloning – A Thought Paper
o Legal Person: Humans, Clones, Virtual and Physical AI Robotics – New Identity
Principles
Kids and Parents Privacy
o Young Children Data Privacy Challenges in the Tsunami Age
o Kids Privacy in Non-Private World - Why Even Super Hero’s Won’t Work
o Children & Parent Privacy in the Tsunami Age
Robotics, Clones, and Identity
o Legally Identifying Robots?
o Rapidly Scaling Robot Identification?
o Virtual Sex, Identity, Data & Consent
o I’m Not a Robot
New age civil registration legal identity framework
o “Why the New Age Requires Rethinking Civil Registration Systems”
o “What New Age Civil Registration Won’t Do."
New Age Assurance
o “New Age Assurance – Rethinking Identity, Data, Consent & Credential”
Deploying AI, AR, VR, robotics, identity, data and consent in challenging locations
o “Where Shit Happens”
Protecting the civil registration/vital stats infrastructure
o “When Our Legal Identity System Goes, "Poof!”
New age architecture principles summary
o “New Age Architecture Principles Summary”
Leveraging Blockchain and Sovrin
o “A Modern Identity Solution: New Age Vital Stats/Civil Registries, SelfSovereign Identity, Blockchain, Kantara User-Managed Access & EMP Resistant
Data Centres”
Creating Estonia Version 2.0
o “Creating Estonia Version 2.0 – Adjusting for Changes From 1999 to 2018”
New age civil registration/vital stats design, implementation & Maintenance Vision
o “Guy’s New Age Civil Registration/Vital Stats Design, Implementation &
Maintenance Vision”

All papers are available off my website at https://www.hvl.net/papers.htm.
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Executive Summary:
The paper begins by carefully examining why the old school ways of identification, data and
consent no longer work:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People Weren’t Carrying the Document/Jurisdictions/Instant Identification
Breeder documents
Identical twins / Human cloning
Robots:
o Physical
o Virtual
o Singularity
Number of robots increasing
Humanoid robots will likely have their own rights
Evolution of AI, AR, VR, Robots and Physical Environments
Legal minors
Data being generated by AI/AR/VR/physical environments
Consent required in the hundreds or thousands per person
1 Billion people who don’t even have a legal identity
Only 55% of the planet’s population has internet access
Many people don’t have access to smart phones

The old ways don’t work. The incoming technological tsunami requires new legal
frameworks for identity, data and consent, where we, the citizens, can control our
identities, biometric/behavioral data via consent. We also need to protect children. It must
be global in scope including robots and human clones. This legal framework doesn’t exist
today.
It then states a new age model:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New legal identity framework
New legal data framework
New legal consent management framework
Protect legal minors
Ensure the electrical grid is available despite sun based geomagnetic disturbances
Global uniform laws/regulations with global enforcement
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The paper then discusses policy principles requires to deploy identity, data and consent in places
where “shit happens”:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet citizen global access equality
Citizen 5G ability for all areas of the planet
Secure, stable electrical supply to all areas of the planet
Secure, remote birth registration and digital identity issuance
Leveraging AI/robotics to assist with civil registrations in challenging locations
New age civil registration system should be immune from corrupt officials
Secure ability to share smart phones, AR/VR glasses/lenses, other devices
Cross-jurisdiction ability to query the new age civil registration database
New age civil registration system can be used for emergency response identification
New age people can learn, train and work from where they live
Ensuring enforcement of identity, data and consent in at all locations on the planet

It ends by referencing Dwight D. Eisenhower’s final address in 1961. He recognized:
• Shrinking of the planet in 1961, acknowledging mutual trust and respect were required
• The weakest nations and people had to come to the table to be equal partners
It’s not quite 60 years since his address. We live on a shrinking planet where the advent of
AI, AR, VR, robotics and cloning is changing how we live, work and play. If we want to
address the people who live on the other side of the digital divide, in places where “shit
happens”, we need to bring new ways of doing things.
This starts with:
• Agreement on fundamental principles
• Creating new laws/regulations globally enforced
• Rethinking civil registration services to include robotics and human cloning
• Major economies funding a 5-10-year program to eliminate the digital divide
Will we choose to stumble along, using our old ways of doing things? Or, will we, as a
planet, do what Eisenhower suggested? The choice is ours to make.
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“Where Shit Happens” –
Deploying AI, AR, VR, Robotics, Identity, Data & Consent in
Challenging Parts of the Planet
Prologue: Old Ways of Doing Things
From the 1500’s on in Europe, they began to keep a registry of birth, name change, marriage and
deaths. As time evolved, when any of these events occurred, a paper-based certificate was
issued, e.g. a birth certificate. In those days, because paper was hard and expensive to reproduce,
the technology worked well.
This system spread all over the world. It became the underlying foundational legal definition of
a person. Most countries laws accept this document as legal proof a person exists. The UN
Human Rights Council accepted during its Twenty-eighth session in 2013 “Birth registration and
the right of everyone to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.”
However, as time progressed, the use of the paper-based document no longer worked so well.
Why?
People Weren’t Carrying the Document/Jurisdictions/Instant Identification
•
•
•
•

People weren’t carrying the document because the documents were too large AND were
private.
Document from Jurisdiction A wasn’t available to Jurisdiction B
Things like paying taxes, etc. required unique identification, which the birth certificate
couldn’t provide
Face recognition, as well as address, became important for identification resulting in
other forms of identification like driver’s licenses and passports becoming the
predominant ways of identifying a person

Breeder Documents
Paper based documents, almost impossible to falsely reproduce in the 1500-1800’s, was rendered
easy in the late 1900’s with the arrival of technology. Low cost, high quality printers quickly
became used by criminals.
Criminals realized two things:
•
•

If they could successfully, falsely obtain a birth certificate, it would enable them to obtain
other identity documents higher up the identity food chain, e.g. driver’s licenses and
passports
There was weak or no correlation between most jurisdictions around the planet on
verifying birth certificates
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This led to an explosion in identity theft.
In 2006, I wrote my first paper, “The Challenge with Identity Verification”. In it, I was thinking
about the ease of use of birth certificate fraud as well as the advent of human cloning.
Fast forward to 2012-2015, when I was the identity architect for a government’s digital citizen
identity and authentication project. My team met with their security auditors. They told us they
were the first jurisdiction in North America to use facial recognition on driver’s licenses and
now, many years later, it wasn’t working so well. Why? Fake birth certificates.
In security circles today, birth certificates are referred to as breeder documents.
Identical Twins / Human Cloning
In human history, the rate of identical twins is 3 per thousand births (0.3%). Since they were
rare, the existing birth registration process simply issued two different pieces of paper to the
children’s parents/legal guardians.
This worked well until the 20th century when technology became available using facial
recognition like driver’s licenses. It became easier for one identical twin to masquerade as
another.
Then along came cloning…
In 1996, the first mammal, Dolly the Sheep was cloned. Today a company, Boyalife, in China is
working at cloning 100,000 cows a year going to 1 million (https://www.boyalifegroup.com/ourbusiness/genomics/). In 2015, their CEO publicly stated they could clone humans but weren’t.
The cloning genie is effectively out of the bottle. While many people have ethical objections
about the technology, not all countries are participants in agreements to not do human cloning.
Thus, it’s highly likely human cloning will occur and, over time, the success rates will improve
with decreasing costs.
Robots Become Common
Physical Robots
What are the chances one day, in the not too distant future, robots exist which are impossible on
the surface to differentiate from a human? They’re actually quite high. First, let’s do some
current benchmark settings…
Watch this video to see, in Japan, the development of life-life robots to work with the aging
population. Then watch Sophia the robot. You’ll see a robot can converse, express facial
expressions and learn. Yes, I know she still looks and talks like a robot BUT this is rapidly
changing.
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This revolution is also extending to kids. Little Sophia is now coming into being. Likely, she is
the first in a wave of robots designed for children.
With computing power doubling every year, it’s not hard to imagine robots becoming more and
more life-like until they reach the point they are very hard to differentiate from humans.
Virtual Robots
Robots are not all physical. Google, Microsoft, Amazon and others are using artificial
intelligence (AI), to create virtual assistants. Watch the Oben one here. You’ll see it’s able to
speak in multiple languages.
One doesn’t have to use much of an imagination to see this soon producing virtual assistants able
to do many of the task’s humans do, like banking, virtual shopping, investing, etc.
Further, in the not so distant future, one can see virtual assistants being rapidly created which
might not look like us. Jane Doe could create one of 100 virtual robots looking and acting quite
differently than herself.
Robotic Singularity
Robots, devices can learn and act together. It’s called “singularity”. Watch this video to learn
about singularity net. One robot can do and learn something, communicate this to other robots,
who are now “instantly smarter”.
Again, one doesn’t have to use much on their imagination to see how this, coupled with
computing power doubling every year, will bring a revolution to the planet. Robots, as well as
hardware devices, will likely become much “more knowledgeable” than us.
Number of Robots Increasing
The number of robots the planet we’ll soon be creating will soar from millions to billions as
virtual robots become common. As they move off of factory floors into interactions with the
billions of the earth’s populations, they’ll need to be identified.
Humanoid Robots Will Likely Have Their Own Rights
Around the planet, robots are being designed and created (e.g. Sophia, Sanctuary, etc.). They’re
what I liken to becoming what Data from Star Trek illustrated. These entities will need to be
legally defined having legal rights. The issue of defining a legal person in the new age is
explored in “Legal Person: Humans, Clones, Virtual and Physical AI Robotics – New Identity
Principles
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Evolution of AI, AR, VR, Robots and Physical Environments
Wired magazine recently published an article “AR Will Spark the Next Big Tech Platform – Call
it Mirrorworld”. It’s the convergence of miniature 360-degree cameras with augmented reality
(AR) glasses/lenses, with virtual reality (VR) resulting in a blurring between our perceptions of
physical and virtual realties. This introduces new ways of identifying a person.
An Example in the Not so Distant Future…
Come with me on short journey into the world a few years from now where Jane is walking
down a street. She’s wearing AR glasses or lenses and has a communication wristband around
her arm which also monitors body functions.
As she steps out the door, there are hundreds of miniature cameras on the street. They can
instantly tell it’s Jane walking by her face, her gait and the emotions she’s displaying.
The municipality where she lives might display a message “Hi Jane! There’s a winter storm
coming tonight. Please ensure your car is off the street such we can clean the street once the
storm is over.”
As she’s walking she stares at a new car driving by. Her eyeblinks/second and where she stares
are all recorded. Since she stared for a while at the new car, in her glasses pops up a customized
message for the new car, inviting her to come in for a test drive.
As she approaches Acme Store Inc., they’ll have seen her coming long before she gets to the
store. They’ll know how many other times she walked by the store, what her emotions were,
what advertising worked to bring her into the store, etc.
They select a customized message which is displayed in her AR glass/lens; “Jane! Wonderful
warm winter mauve mittens 30% off!”
She decides to walk into the store. She’s immediately greeted by her own AI generated personal
sales assistant. They know LOTS about Jane and tailor what they tell her based on all her past
history.
While walking down the street, Jane’s communication device is constantly monitoring her body
functions. It noticed a persistent rise in her blood pressure and thus sends a message, from
Jane’s health insurance company, to address this.
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Legal Minors
The AI/AR/VR/physical environment and robotics revolution affects legal minors as well as
adults. To illustrate this let’s have Jane Doe, who’s a legal minor, wanting to do what her friends
are talking about, i.e. having virtual sex. Note: If you’re not familiar with this, read the paper
“Virtual Sex, Identity, Data and Consent”.
As the paper illustrates, Jane will want to get around the system to do this. She’ll try to use Sally
Smith’s digital identity, who is of age of consent, and use Sally’s AR/VR, touch, smell, devices,
etc. to masquerade as Sally, entering the VR sex environment.
The paper also illustrates Jane could be in one legal jurisdiction, her partner, or partners, in other
jurisdictions, some of them may be AI generated, and the VR sex environment in yet another
jurisdiction. Each jurisdiction has their own, unique, age of consent laws.
A major component of protecting the child, is the ability to determine the identity, their age and
have informed legal consent. As well, the replay section of the document highlights Jane’s need
to provide her consent for replay, storage, sharing, etc.
This is but one of the many challenges in protecting children in an age where they can easily
interact with adults, in multiple jurisdictions.
Consider Data…
This article from 2016 “Why The Internet Pipes Will Burst When Virtual Reality Takes Off”
stated “humans can process an equivalent of nearly 5.2 gigabits per second of sound and light”
for static images. With eye movement “…assuming no head or body rotation, the eye can
receive 720 million pixels for each of 2 eyes, at 36 bits per pixel for full color and at 60 frames
per second: that's 3.1 trillion (tera) bits! Today's compression standards can reduce that by a
factor of 300 and even if future compression could reach a factor of 600 (which is the goal of
future video standards), that still means we need 5.2 gigabits per second of network throughput;
maybe more.”
The arrival of 5G (fifth generation) networks have bandwidth capabilities of 20Gbit/sec or more.
Now consider the earlier example of Jane walking down a street. She’ll likely be generating
and/or receiving data at 5Gbit/sec or more. The data she’s generating will contain rich
behavioral/biometric data about her. As the example illustrates, it will easily be able to identify
her simply by how she walks.
Who owns this data? How is it used? Who can it be shared with? It’s a world where our old
ideas of data privacy are upended.
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Add in Consent to the Mix…
As the paper “Consent Principles in the New Age – Including Sex” illustrates, we are
approaching a tsunami of three different types of consent waves:
• First Consent Wave – IoT Devices
• Second Consent Wave – Sexual Consent
• Third Consent Wave – AI, AR, VR and Robotics
Readers should read the paper to understand magnitude of the number of consents approaching
us. To illustrate this, let’s use the Jane Doe example already used with her walking down a
street. Put yourself in Jane’s shoes. She interacted with several different parties:
• Municipality
• Marketing firm displaying the car advertisement
• Car sales company
• Acme Stores advertising
• Acme Stores AI sales assistant
• Health insurance company
For each one, she should have had to give her legal consent for the following:
• Her identity to be used
• Her data to be used
Her store purchasing behaviour/history and her medical data, are higher risk than the
municipality letting her know snow is coming and asking her to move her car. Thus, different
consent identity and credential assurance should be used.
In the not so distant future, Jane will likely be managing hundreds or thousands of consents.
Compare This to the 1 Billion People Who Don’t Even Have a Legal Identity
In the world today, approximately 1 billion people don’t have a legal identity. Without this,
they can’t do banking, open up cell phone accounts or receive government services.
Consider only 55% of the Planet’s Population Has Internet Access
As of June 2018, 55.1% of the world’s population has internet access. Thus, not quite half of
the planet’s population can’t partake in the coming revolution.
Many People Don’t Have Access to Smart Phones
According to Pew Research, there is an uneven use of smartphones versus cell phones around the
planet, particularly in emerging economies like Africa. Thus, many villages will jointly own a
cell phone, or perhaps one smart phone, but they typically can’t afford the data packages.
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Summary - The Old Ways No Longer Work
The old legal frameworks for identity, data and consent don’t work in today’s age for the
following reasons:
• People Weren’t Carrying the Document/Jurisdictions/Instant Identification
• Breeder documents
• Identical twins / Human cloning
• Robots:
o Physical
o Virtual
o Singularity
• Number of robots increasing
• Humanoid robots will likely have their own rights
• Evolution of AI, AR, VR, Robots and Physical Environments
• Legal minors
• Data being generated by AI/AR/VR/physical environments
• Consent required in the hundreds or thousands per person
• 1 Billion people who don’t even have a legal identity
• Only 55% of the planet’s population has internet access
• Many people don’t have access to smart phones
We are living in a new age where there’s a technological tsunami approaching our shores
composed of:
• Artificial intelligence (AI)
• Augmented reality (AR)
• Virtual reality (VR)
• Robotics (virtual, physical and acting together in singularity)
• Genetic engineering
• Nanotechnology
• Wireless communication
The old ways don’t work. The incoming technological tsunami requires new legal
frameworks for identity, data and consent, where we, the citizens, can control our
identities, biometric/behavioral data via consent. We also need to protect children. It must
be global in scope including robots and human clones. This legal framework doesn’t exist
today.
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The New Way
To address the incoming technological tsunami, requires three new age legal toolkits with which
to guide the incoming technological water:
•
•
•

New legal identity framework
New legal data framework
New legal consent management framework

It also requires the ability:
• Protect legal minors
• Ensure the electrical grid is available despite sun based geomagnetic disturbances
• Global uniform laws/regulations with global enforcement
New Legal identity Framework
I’ve written extensively about this in the following papers:
• “Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought Paper”
• “The Identity Lifecycle of Jane Doe”
• “Why We Need to Rethink Vital Stats Laws”
• “New Age Identity Assurance: “Turning it on its Head”
• “New Age Vital Stats/Civil Registries, Self-Sovereign Identity, Blockchain, Kantara User
Managed Access & EMP Resistant Data Centres”
• “New Age Vital Statistics/Civil Registration Services: What They Do and Don’t Do”
It’s a world where we need to be able to legally differentiate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People from each other
Human clones from the population
Human clones from each other
Real people from robots either humanoid or virtual
Humanoid robots from each other
Virtual robots from each other
Robots acting together in singularity
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Main Components:
o

o

o

Birth, Name/Gender Change, Marriage and Death
 In a new age civil registration service, a person’s fingerprints are taken as one of
two potential biometrics required (the second one, iris is taken during the first
year of school) to register a person. These two biometrics, subject to
confirmatory research, are enough to differentiate humans and clones
 A person is given a legal digital identity they can control during their lifetime
 A person’s also given a legal anonymous digital identity they also control. This
identifies them as a human and also addresses age of consent, i.e. if you’re
under age of consent, it would state the person isn’t of age of consent without
divulging their name, sex, address, etc.
 At death, if a person’s biometrics are available, these will be used to confirm the
identity of the deceased person
 Legal minors’:
o Legal identification will be administered by their parents/legal guardians
with the ability to delegate this to others
o Will have the ability to legally identify themselves anonymously as a legal
minor and a human
When robots, both virtual and physical, are created:
 The creators will create a unique robot identification unit (RIU) which is securely
stored to global legal standards
 The robot will automatically be able to be registered in the new age civil
registration service
 Robots owners are able to delegate to their robot the ability to anonymously
identify themselves as a robot anonymously
The new age civil registration service MUST be separate from other government and
private identity and authentication services like the Aadhaar in India, etc. The new age
civil registration service must only be able to legally identify a person BUT not be part
of a mother of all databases used to track a person.

Requires the Creation of New Laws Protecting our Biometric/Behavioral Data
I have written about this in the paper “Why We Need New Biometric Laws Protecting Our
Privacy” (Note: I am just in the process of rewriting this paper to include protection for our
behavior information and additional regulatory requirements).
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High Level Components
The laws and regulations must:
• Protect the biometrics and behavior data used
• Require citizen consent to be obtained for use of their biometrics/behavioral data
• Create global research/testing services to determine the efficacy of different
biometrics/behavioral data, and their readers
• Create minimum legal/regulatory standards pertaining to how biometric/behavioral data
is:
o Obtained
o Securely transferred
o Stored
o Shared
o Archived
o Deleted
o Reported
• Ensure biometric/behavioral data which is able to profile a person is not used in the new
age civil service registration system, e.g. DNA
• Consent requirements
Research Required
Research is required to confirm the use of both fingerprints and iris as unique identifiers for
differentiating human clones needs to be conducted.
New Legal Data Framework
My premise is citizens should own and control their data. This should be enforced regardless of
where the data exists and is stored.
I’ve written about this in:
• “Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought Paper”
I am hoping the work of Tim Berners Lee, Solid, bears fruit. Regardless, we need new
laws/regulations putting control of the data back into our own control.
Note: I’m just in the process of writing a dedicated paper to biometrics/behavioral data.
Once completed I’ll update this section of the document.
In the consent trust example section of this paper, I hypothetically show how Jane Doe is in
control of her identity and data as she walks down the street.
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New Consent Management Framework
I’ve written about the consent management requirements in the paper “Consent Principles in the
New Age – Including Sex”. They include:
• Centrally see/manage all consents given
• Change consents where allowable by law
• Consent management
• Consent management transfer policies
• Managing minor consent
• Managing power of attorney consent
• Robotic consent
• Chain of identity/data custody via consents
• All consents shall be governed by a central consent law/regulation
• Consent laws need to be the same globally
Example of a New Age Identity, Data and Consent Framework Working Together:
“Consent Principles in the New Age – Including Sex” uses the earlier example of Jane walking
down the street to hypothetically illustrate how a new age identity, data and consent framework
would work:
Jane MUST be able to determine her level of trust. This should range from the ability to act
anonymously though to automatically providing consent for their identity and
biometric/behavioral data to be used by governments and third parties. Let’s see what happens
to Jane using the following hypothetical levels of trust:
No Trust – Wants to Act Anonymously
Jane doesn’t want the municipal systems or the stores to know it’s her walking down the street.
Hypothetically, she would tell her AR glasses/lenses she wants to act anonymously.
The glasses/lenses would broadcast this to the municipal systems as well as the stores. Both
systems would not be able to process the data identifying Jane. Thus, as Jane approaches Acme
Store Inc., the advertising would be generic.
If Jane decides to enter Acme, there would be no customized AI robotic assistant to assist her.
She would have to ask for assistance if she decides she needs it.
Some Trust – Wants to Release Identity but Not Provide Consent for Data to Be Used
Jane decides she is willing to release her identity but doesn’t want to release her data to be used
without providing her consent. Hypothetically, Jane might pre-set it such the municipality and
Acme are approved to know who she is by name but not be able to process data.
As Jane walks down the street, she might see a message in her AR glasses/lenses from the
municipality saying “Good Morning Jane!”. When she approaches Acme is might present
advertising in her AR lens with her name on it. As she enters Acme, she will see advertising
18
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saying “Jane, 30% off!” Acme Stores however, can’t use the data from Jane to customize the
advertising without her consent.
Jane would be prompted to provide her consent. Her decisions must be recorded in Jane’s
central consent management service.
Medium Trust – Allows Both Identity and Data to Be Used, Automatically Providing Her
Consent
Jane would likely pre-set the AR glasses/lenses with automatic consent permission for certain
categories, e.g. municipal, certain types of stores, etc. As she walks down the street, the
municipality instantly knows it’s Jane and also uses her historical and present data. It might send
a message to Jane’s lens saying “Winter storm coming later today. Please ensure your car is
removed off the road since you’re on a main thoroughfare requiring cleaning of the snow.”
As she approaches Acme, the store would likely display in Jane’s lens a customized advertising
saying “Warm winter gloves, in your favorite color, now on sale!” Jane enters Acme. At the
door, a virtual AI assistant appears. It greets her by name, “Hi Jane!” and proceeds to show her
several different glove styles based on her historic buying patterns.
As Jane looks around the store, her glance might stop for a second at the dresses. Her heart rate
and skin temperature might increase. The AI assistant instantly notices this, compares it to her
buying patterns, and offers a 20% discount for her on certain dresses.
Note the first time Jane comes in contact with the municipality, Acme Stores, etc. her consent
would be automatically given and logged into her central consent management system.
High Trust – Gives Permission for Identity and Data to be Used by Anyone
Jane hypothetically pre-sets the AR glasses/lenses to broadcast she is giving permission for her
name and data to be used by anyone. As she walks down the street, passing a car which she
looks at, it her AR lens displays car advertising. When Jane passes a restaurant and looks in the
window for more than 1 second, the restaurant sees she’s been there once a year ago, knows
what she ordered, where she sat, what she looked at while eating, etc. It might display in Jane’s
AR lens advertising around the type of food she likes with a welcome back discount.
Note: Jane would automatically provide consent for her identity and data to be used. As she
encounters new stores, etc., her consent would be given and logged into her personal consent
management service.
Consent Trust Summary
These are just some of the mind-boggling things this revolution will bring. Citizens want
convenience and personalization which the technologies offer. HOWEVER, privacy can quickly
erode. My thinking is countries should work with industry to come up with an acceptable
number of risk levels, while enabling industry to leverage the new tools, easily, in an acceptable
manner.
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Protecting Legal Minors
The technological tsunami wave of change affects children, teens and adults. It requires new
ways of thinking.
I’ve written about this in:
•
•

“Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought Paper”
“Virtual Sex, Identity, Data and Consent”

The Policy Principles paper suggests the following guiding principles for minors:
•
•
•
•

Require their parents/legal guardian’s consent to have any of their identity, biometric,
behavioral or other data used
Be able to anonymously show they are a minor
Have varying degrees of trust approved by their parents/legal guardians
Be protected against bullying according to laws/regulations

Ensure the Electrical Grid is Available Despite Sun Based Geomagnetic Disturbances
(GMD)
There is a 1 in 8 chance, this decade, the planet will experience a sun geomagnetic disturbance.
This will likely cause most of the planet to go back to the dark ages. Why? Because most of the
planet’s electrical grid transformers would likely burn out. There’s only a limited number of
suppliers, globally, and it takes time to manufacture each one.
In the US, it’s estimated up to 90% of the population would die, post event, due to the heavy
reliance upon computer based/electrical systems.
I’ve written about this in the paper “When Our Legal Identity Trust Goes “Poof!” The paper
also addresses High Altitude Electromagnetic Pulse (HEMP) events. It states the following
recommendations:
• Survey:
o What electronic data exists within GMD/HEMP proof data centres and which
resides in data centres aren’t GMD/HEMP proof
 They should assume the non-GMD/HEMP proof data centre data is lost
o For the non-GMD/HEMP proof data, they should determine:
 If any paper-based records exist
 Time, effort and cost required to reconstruct new electronic records from
the paper-based ones
 Temporarily halt plans for digitization of identity data until it can be
determined the data will be stored in an GMD/HEMP proof data centre
• Publish:
o Governments should publish the result of their findings such citizens now know
the potential effects of an GMD/HEMP event upon their identity data
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Plan:
o Governments should plan for GMD/HEMP proof data centres to occur as soon as
possible to hold identity verification data
 The plans and costs should be made public
• Legislate:
o Governments should legislate any core identity verification data must be stored in
GMD/HEMP proof data centres
 This should include vital stats/civil registration data such as certificates for
birth, name/gender change, marriage and death
o Governments should review legislation regarding financial, telcos and insurance
companies and determine the requirements to store sensitive identity data to be
stored in GMD/HEMP proof data centres
 It might be useful for legislation to require these entities to publish if
identity data of their customers is stored in GMD/HEMP proof data
centres
• Implement:
o Governments should prioritize spending resulting in GMD/HEMP proof data
centres being implemented as soon as possible
 This might mean revamping existing data centres and/or building new
ones
Third parties, such as banks, telcos and insurance companies should be “encouraged” to rapidly
move to GMD/HEMP proof data centres
•

Global Uniform Laws/Regulations with Global Enforcement
In the paper ““Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought Paper”,
there’s a section “Global Principles Require Global Implementation”. It describes how even
today, before the adoption of AI/AR/VR, the technology is outstripping our ability to enforce
nation state laws - only a 5% success rate of cybercrime prosecution!
The advent of AI/AR/VR/physical environments will blur not only the lines between virtual and
physical realities, but also blur lines between jurisdictions. In effect, the planet “shrinks” from a
business, social, political, law and criminal perspective. People’s highly personal data, and
there’ll be LOTS of it, will fly around the planet at the speed of an electron.
Jane can be watched identified, our emotions determined, as she walks down the street, into a
store or wherever. It will do Jane Doe no good, if she’s walking down the street in one country,
feeling secure about herself because the nation she lives in adheres to new age privacy laws,
when her data is being sent to other nation states where it’s easily, criminally mis-used. So,
what’s the answer?
We need global principles, driving consistent global laws, across all jurisdictions, with global
enforcement. This might seem a fanciful statement, yet without this, crime rates will continue to
increase. When their systems are breached, industry will pay for this via financial losses, civil
lawsuits and criminal charges. Governments will feel increasing pressure from citizens to do
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something. Yet, they are mostly powerless to do so on their own without collaborating with
others.
My thoughts are different industry sectors producing AI/AR/VR/physical environments, and also
those consuming them, will be motivated to have a level, legal playing field. Early adopter
governments will also feel motivated to collaborate, as they realize virtual robots easily move
across their borders. By combining these groups with privacy/technology experts, use cases can
be established, principles elucidated resulting in new common laws/regulations implemented.
One cannot boil the global political ocean. However, one can methodically create a new global
model in a few countries, implement it and bring others to adopt it. With the new technology,
industry is a prime driving factor.
New Ways Summary
This paper has shown the main components of the new ways’ framework:
• New legal identity framework
• New legal data framework
• New legal consent management framework
• Protect legal minors
• Ensure the electrical grid is available despite sun based geomagnetic disturbances
• Global uniform laws/regulations with global enforcement
Where This Won’t Work
While all this makes sense from developed countries perspectives, there are many areas of the
world where it’s not a pretty place. As illustrated earlier, 49% of the planet’s population doesn’t
have internet access, many don’t have smart phones and 1 billion people don’t have a legal
identity.
These are places where, to put it bluntly, “shit happens”. How is this new way of doing
things going to work for these people?
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Where Shit Happens
The rise of AI, AR, VR, robotics and cloning can:
• Be a set of tools used to bring in global laws pertaining to new age identity, data and
consent, which all countries must evenly implement, or
• It can conversely destabilize the planet as about half of the population leverages
technology while the rest become more impoverished
The words of Dwight D. Eisenhower’s prescient farewell address apply here. He had
commanded allied troops in Europe ending the second world war and became the President of
the United States at a time when change was everywhere. In particular, I am quoting two
paragraphs from the speech he gave on January 17, 1961:
“Down the long lane of the history yet to be written America knows that this world of ours,
ever growing smaller, must avoid becoming a community of dreadful fear and hate, and be,
instead, a proud confederation of mutual trust and respect.
Such a confederation must be one of equals. The weakest must come to the conference table
with the same confidence as do we, protected as we are by our moral, economic, and military
strength. That table, though scarred by many past frustrations, cannot be abandoned for the
certain agony of the battlefield.”
In 1961 he recognized:
• Shrinking of the planet, acknowledging mutual trust and respect were required
• The weakest nations and people had to come to the table to be equal partners
Government and industry leaders of today, planet wide, should take note. The new age
we’re entering requires new global principles which can be applied to creating new ways of
doing things.
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Suggested Global Principles:
• Internet citizen global access equality
• Citizen 5G ability for all areas of the planet
• Secure, stable electrical supply to all areas of the planet
• Secure, remote birth registration and digital identity issuance
• Leveraging AI/robotics to assist with civil registrations in challenging locations
• New age civil registration system should be immune from corrupt officials
• Secure ability to share smart phones, AR/VR glasses/lenses, other devices
• Cross-jurisdiction ability to query the new age civil registration database
• New age civil registration system can be used for emergency response identification
• New age people can learn, train and work from where they live
• Ensuring enforcement of identity, data and consent in at all locations on the planet
Internet Citizen Global Access Equality
All people on the planet should have cheap, easy access to the internet. How will this be done?
At the end of the Second World War, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, the Republic of China, and
the United States came together to jointly fund reconstitution of Japan and other countries. They
recognized weak countries were, in the end, a future political problem. Thus, they couldn’t be
left as weak. The same principle applies today to technology access.
The leading economic countries of today’s planet; China, US, Russia and the EU should jointly
fund a 10-year plan to ensure all citizens of the planet, regardless of where they live, will have
low cost, inexpensive internet access. This leads to the next principle.
Citizen 5G Ability for all Areas of the Planet
The 10-year plan must all ensure fifth generation ability for all citizens of the planet at low cost.
The digital divide must be eliminated, ensuring all people have access to the technology which is
rethinking who we are, how we live, work and play. This leads to the next principle.
Stable, Secure Electrical Supply to all Areas of the Planet
The increasing reliance upon electricity to power the digital revolution means we can’t be
unprepared for upcoming sun geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) storms. There is some good and
bad news regarding preparing for this.
The good news is the technology already exists to mitigate GMD events. The bad news is the
cost of doing this, in each country is likely high. Thus, as part of the 10-year plan, the major
economic powers should also ensure each country has a funded plan to ensure their grid will
survive a GMD event.
Then there’s grid security…
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Several years ago, I was the identity architect for a small utility. We identified the grid was
susceptible to cyber-attacks and took steps to secure it. Many parts of the planet’s electrical grid
system are prone to cyber-attacks. With the increasing reliance upon electricity, such attacks
could be devastating to people. Thus, global electrical grid standards MUST be agreed upon and
a 5-year plan established to implement them, globally.
The plan should incorporate the suggested steps in the paper “When Our Legal Identity Trust
Goes “Poof!”:
• Survey
• Publish
• Plan
• Legislate
• Implement

Secure, Remote Birth Registration and Digital Identity Issuance
Many people live in remote or challenging locations on the planet, resulting in poor birth
registrations. The registration devices used in these locations MUST be able to:
• Register a person without local electrical supply or connectivity
• Be used in unsanitary conditions
• Function in extreme heat, cold and wet conditions
Let’s hypothetically assume:
• the work of Dr. Jain’s team has done work on fingerprinting babies who are 6 hours old
bears out in further research AND, other biometric/behavioral data are ruled outmeaning babies’ fingerprints will be used
• Parents biometrics will also be obtained to confirm their identities, i.e. fingerprints and
iris
• Accepted legal/technical solutions exist for instances when a baby and/or their parents
can’t provide the required biometrics, e.g. they don’t have any fingers, eyes, etc.
The following requirements are likely…
Biometric Fingerprint Readers:
• The reader must have enough resolution to differentiate newborn fingers
• It must be durable enough to be accidentally dropped into things like feces, be easily
cleaned up and still work
• It needs to be electronically matched to the device attached to the biometric to prevent a
“switch and play” scenario where a malicious person obtains a different reader they can
control, switches it with the assigned biometric reader and successfully uses it
• The reader must be able to have its own digital certificate securely stored within the
reader to be used in securely connecting the reader to the data
recording/telecommunications device. This mitigates risk of a malicious person
attempting to modify the transmission between the reader and the computing device for
their own use
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Its electrical consumption must be obtained via the data entry/telecommunications device
it’s attached to
• The reader must be sealed physically to mitigate the risk of a malicious person trying to
take it apart and modify it
• Must be assigned its own unique identifier which is registered in the central civil registry
system as being used for a particular reading
o This identifier must be secret and remain unmodified from any administrator or
person
• Must be able to withstand significant temperature differences, e.g. hot and cold, to remain
operable in inhospitable climates, and also be water and sand proof
• Must be cost effective to purchase to increase the likelihood of use in remote areas where
budgets are very tight
• Must be resistant to an attack where a malicious person uses:
o A fake finger to attempt to register as a newborn
o Adult fingers to try to register as a newborn
o Poor enrollment processes are used resulting in only partial fingerprints
Biometric Iris Reader (for scanning the parents to confirm their identity):
• Must have the same features described above for fingerprint readers
• Ability to detect a malicious person using:
o A photo of an iris to masquerade as a person
o Use of an eyeball to masquerade as a person
Reader Data Entry/Telecommunications Device:
• Muse be physically secure preventing a malicious person opening the device, altering it
and using it for their own purposes
• Must be able to authenticate the person who’s in charge of taking the biometrics.
o Possibilities include the use of:
 Voice
 Fingerprints
 Iris
 Facial recognition
 Secret
 Other?
o An option is the authentication can be securely done on the device without
requiring telecom access
 However, this must be secure allowing for no one else to access the secure
data storage for the authentication biometrics and/or the secret
• Data entry can be done via the following possibilities:
o Keyboard type pad
o Voice
 Note the use of voice must often be trained to the operator’s voice
 This may or may not work in remote locations where no training is
available to register the voice pattern
•
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•

•

•

•
•

Data entry must be securely:
o Time and data stamped with no ability to modify these by either the operator
and/or a malicious person
o Stamped with the operator who has successfully authenticated with no ability to
modify these by either the operator and/or a malicious person
Telecommunications:
o Must be able to operate in the following conditions:
 Use of a satellite phone connection in areas where there is no good cell
coverage
 Use of cell phone coverage in areas where it is available
 Optionally, store the data on the device until it’s brought into range with
cell coverage and/or attached to a government network
• However, this negates the option of immediately verifying a
biometric when it’s taken remotely
o Use cases need to be created allowing for all the possible
permutations where an identity already exists, etc.
o All connections MUST BE SECURE
 Use of TLS 1.3 or later approved algorithms
 Use of digital signatures for the data recording device and the vital stats
service the device will be communicating with
 Operator should also digitally sign the communications
The data entry/telecommunications device should be able to operate on its own power
supply via a battery, solar charging, etc.
o The length of this between recharges should be long to ensure the device works
over long periods of time remotely
It must be low cost to allow for wide usage in tight budget environments
It must be lightweight and durable, meeting the same requirements the biometric readers
use

Combined Biometric Readers, Data Entry and Telecommunications Device:
It’s hypothetically possible to create a combined unit meeting the requirements illustrated above
for biometric readers and data entry/telecommunications devices. One unit is used.
If it can be tied to low time use of built in satellite phone connections, where cell connections
aren’t available, I like the concept of this. The operator securely authenticates to the device, uses
it to record different biometrics, inputs the data using voice and/or keypad, verifies the identities
(parents and newborn) and is then done.
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The unit must be small enough to fit into a medical worker’s bag such as this one displayed
below, along with other medical devices and materials:

Copyright UNICEF https://shop.unicef.ca/emergency-first-aid-kit

Digital Identity Issuance
In other papers, including “Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought
Paper”, it states a person should receive a unique legal digital identity at birth. I’ve also
suggested Sovrin/Blockchain be used.
However, there’s a problem with this. The current security for this requires knowledge of a
secret key. As has been already shown in the cryptocurrency markets, it’s not hard to
maliciously obtain.
There’s also the need to be able to securely delegate control of the child’s digital identity from
the parents/legal guardians to others (as laid out in the paper “Consent Principles in the New Age
– Including Sex”). Today, this isn’t easy to do with Sovrin/Blockchain.
Let’s hypothetically assume a secure, digital identity solution is arrived at either by modifying
Sovrin/Blockchain or coming up with a different solution. Now, put yourself in the shoes of
poor Jane Doe’s parents, living in a rural, remote village, where at best, the village shares a cell
phone and perhaps don’t even have access to this. Jane’s just been born and a health aid person
has arrived in the village to register Jane.
Until the 10- year plan for ensuring Jane’s parents have access to the internet arrives, a digital
identity for Jane and themselves will be meaningless. My premise is a physical card of some sort
must be issued on the spot by the birth registration worker. Jane’s parents/legal guardians can
use this when they travel to other villages where there is connectivity and/or government offices,
first aid posts, etc. to identify themselves as well as to manage their identities and data consent.
The card must be tied biometrically/behavior data in some way to Jane’s parents/legal guardians.
It must mitigate the risk of malicious people masquerading as another, i.e. using Jane’s identity
to obtain funding, etc.
Further, the unit the registration worked carries for the card, must be able to work with similar
conditions/requirements to those described above for the biometric/behavioral unit used to
register Jane. It must be secure.
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Birth Summary
The birth registration process for Jane Doe will include:
• Legally registering her where she’s born
• Her parents/legal guardian’s biometrics will also be used to confirm their identities
• Issuance of a legal digital identity
• A physical card will be issued to the parents/legal guardian if one is required
• All of the above MUST be securely done
Leveraging AI/Robotics to Assist with Civil Registrations in Challenging Locations
A person should have a legal identity, regardless of where they live on the planet. AI/robotics
can assist. Today, the use of robotics in remote locations is being used. However, it’s
expensive.
My premise is, over time, price points will drop with increasing mobility and ability for the robot
to make its own decisions. Thus, in the not so distant future, one can see the birth of Jane Doe in
a remote village might be done with the aid of a robot, who’s also able to register Jane’s birth.
The technology can be extended to managing other civil registration processes in the village like
marriage, death registrations, etc.
As part of the 10-year funding plan by the world’s largest economies, innovative use of
AI/robotics in new age civil registration systems MUST be included.
New Age Civil Registration System Should be Immune from Corrupt Officials
In many jurisdictions, corrupt officials exist, milking the citizens for money as well as being
prone to doing things on behalf of organized crime and/or malicious states. The new age civil
registration system will become a prime target to potentially do the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Using women claiming to have a baby they have with them who isn’t theirs
Forcing and/or paying birth registration personnel to register a baby and parents
In the future, inserting human clones into the birth registration process
Inserting false identities into the civil registration database from within the civil
registration system
Etc.

Imagine a new age registration worker, in a remote location, with a gun pointed to their head,
being told to register identities who aren’t from the jurisdiction. The worker will likely comply.
Or imagine a senior corrupt civil registration administrator who gains access to the system to
obtain biometrics and/or identities and/or add in new ones.
I have another premise. As the new age civil registration system comes into being, it will make
it much harder to pose as another identity. Thus, the need for people who want to act as another
will increasingly rise, as will the price to be paid for this. People, criminals and malicious nation
states will become more motivated to find ways to “crack the system”.
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When I lead complex identity projects, I always tell my team to follow the electrons from the
source thought to the end system. At each point the electrons flow through, we map use case
scenarios. These include potential attack vectors.
The entire new age registration system for humans and robots needs to be mapped. Each point
the electrons flow through, needs to be examined for attack vectors and risk mitigation measures
determined. The same applies to the business processes. How can the risks be mitigated?
There is no one magic wand to wave solving the problems. However, there are some principles
which should be considered when designing the solutions:
• Use decentralization of data and control of it, wherever possible
o This mitigates the risk of someone cracking the mother of all databases and
misusing the data
• Use of metadata to screen out fraudulent people including timing, data of birth, location,
if the birth was premature, person who registered the birth, etc. Examples include:
o Matching a birth mother to previous births
 E.g. if a woman is registering a birth 3-6 months after having another birth
registered and the child is full term business processes would be used to
determine all births the woman has had and investigate them
o Matching potential fraudulent births to the person who entered the birth looking
for patterns
• Designing the authentication methods for the registration person registering people to
determine if they are under any type of stress, using AI, and thus flagging the entries,
while allowing them to be made to protect the worker
• Having special business, technical and reporting processes for adding in any births, name
or gender changes
o It should be very hard for any additional entries to be made into the system
o These should require the registrar of the systems permission with their digital
signature and authorization to make
o They should also be automatically publicly reported in a way such they can be
used to trace back to the corrupt administrator
• Consider storing the biometrics/behavior data offline with hashed versions of them being
stored on-line within the civil registration system
o The price points for successfully hacking the new age registration system to gain
access to the identities must be so high as to become infeasible
o The underlying biometric/behavior data is the heart of the planet’s legal
identification system for humans
• Consider doing something similar for robot identification
o As the number of robots grow to billions, their underlying legal identity data
becomes valuable
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Secure Ability to Share Smart Phones, AR/VR Glasses/Lenses, Other Devices
In places where shit happens, people are poor. As a result, they are forced to live more
communally, sharing resources. In today’s world, this often means a village or a large family
has one cell phone which is shared by all. Now come with me on a journey into the not so
distant future…
Jane Doe lives in a small, rural, remote village. They have acquired low cost internet
connectivity. The village now shares AR/VR glasses. It’s used for a variety of functions
including but not limited to:
• Education
• Training
• Business
• Participating in global social groups
• Entertainment
Let’s assume Jane’s village is of 20 people with a wide age range. Some of the uses require legal
identification of the person using it as well as also requiring secure authentication.
Here’s my premise. To manage this requires the following:
• Secure ability to control a person’s legal digital identity
o i.e. it must not be easy to masquerade as another
• The devices used must somehow authenticate to the person using their
biometric/behavioral data
o This must prevent people from using the devices masquerading as another
The same technology used to address this will also work in urban centres. For example, in the
paper “Virtual Sex, Identity, Data & Consent”, Jane Doe, a legal minor, wants to do what her
friends are talking about, i.e. having virtual sex. She will try to masquerade as Sally Smith,
who’s of legal age, using Sally’s digital legal identity. She’ll also try to use the same technology
as Sally.
The paper states the following:
“My thinking is it starts with Jane Doe’s and Sally Smith’s underlying digital identities being
secure. It progresses onto the security for the VR/AR goggles, lens, sensory devices, etc. being
used. These too need to be able to authenticate only to Sally and not allow Jane Doe to use them
to enter a sexual application.”
Thus, the problems are the same for Jane whether she lives in a remote location or not.
Governments and privacy groups can work with industry to create technology addressing
these problems.
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Cross-Jurisdiction Ability to Query the New Age Civil Registration Database
If an identity in one country, who’s biometrically tied to their government’s identity and their
parents’ identities, crosses a border claiming to be someone else, without cross-border sharing of
civil registration data, porous border control will result. These people will likely apply for work,
government benefits or education. In the future, they’ll require identity verification from the
civil registration/vital stats service. They won’t be in the database. As a result, they’ll likely lie,
claiming to have been born in a remote portion of the country and missed in the civil registration
processes.
In the numerous papers I’ve written on robots, I state robots should likely be registered AND it
has to happen very fast. This requires the ability for the new age civil registration system to
instantly be able to check with ALL the other new age civil registrations, globally, to see if the
robot already exists. Now consider cross-border movement of people and/or robots…
The person in question might have to give their consent for their biometrics to be searched in the
neighbouring countries. If they refuse to give their consent, they can be deported. If they agree,
their biometrics can be searched against the other countries vital stats databases to see if they
exist. If they are found to exist in another country’s systems, different business processes will be
used, as opposed to if they’re not found in the databases.
What About Oppressed People Fleeing for Their Lives?
Today, many people flee corrupt regimes and/or war, where their lives are threatened. Many of
them end up in refugee camps. How will this new age civil registration affect them?
In the paper “Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought Paper” there is
a principle stating the following:
“Identity Verification Only:
I have a privacy principle stating a citizen should be able to live off the grid if they so choose
with their own privacy. From this, I derive the new age civil registration service should only
do legal identity verification and nothing else.”
The person’s contract information, criminal, health, education records, etc. MUST be kept in
separate systems. So, let’s follow Jane Doe as she flees Jurisdiction A where’s she’s been born
to a refugee camp.
By law, the refugee camp will be entitled to obtain Jane’s biometrics and search them across the
planet. Up will come her name Jane Doe from Jurisdiction A. That’s all which will be revealed.
The refugee camp will know Jane’s true identity but not anything else, unless Jane gives her
consent to use this. A person’s privacy needs to be respected, regardless of their situation,
excluding criminal ones.
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New Age Civil Registration System Can be Used for Emergency Response Identification
When a disaster occurs on the planet, governments/aid organizations scramble to provide aid.
Part of this process includes identifying those still living and the dead. The new age civil
registration can rapidly assist for this.
Let’s hypothetically assume a new combined biometric/behavioral reader, earlier described,
exists to register people. The same type of device can be used, with legal authorization, by
disaster rescue teams, to instantly identify living people. Assuming a dead person’s biometrics
are still available, it can also be used to identify the dead, instantly declaring them legally dead.
Careful control of this process and technology needs to be considered before deploying. Why?
Malicious people could obtain one of the units and legally identify people who might want to be
living anonymous lives. Thus, controls should be in place limiting the duration and scope of
where the units can be used and by whom.
New Age People Can Learn, Train and Work from Where They Live
As the global funding plan for getting low cost internet and 5G access is implemented, this offers
new ways of living. It also opens up new doors for people living in impoverished, remote
communities.
People living in areas where shit traditionally happened, are now able to virtually interact with
the rest of the planet. This offers new ways of making a living for these people. Industry and
governments can enable people to be trained and work where they live.
Thus, consider the future of Jane Doe, who lives in a remote, rural village. Jane can learn using
the AI/VR glasses. This could include doing science experiments in a lab located in some other
part of the planet. Jane could control robots in the lab to do her experiments. She could also
design and engineer new things. The doors or possibilities swing wide open for her.
The result is what Eisenhower was referring to in his farewell address. “The weakest must come
to the conference table with the same confidence as do we, protected as we are by our moral,
economic, and military strength. That table, though scarred by many past frustrations, cannot
be abandoned for the certain agony of the battlefield.”
By major economies funding internet and 5G global access, formerly weak people living in
places where shit happens, now have ways out of their old dilemmas. They too can
participate as an equal global citizen.
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Ensuring Enforcement of Identity, Data and Consent in at all Locations on the Planet
All of the above words in this paper, as well as the enormous funding required to provide internet
and 5G access, will be rendered useless if jurisdictions:
• Use different laws and regulations for identity, data and consent
• Don’t enforce the laws/regulations within their own jurisdiction
• Don’t enforce the laws/regulations with people who have been harmed in other
jurisdictions
Without enforcement of locally of globally accepted identity, data and consent laws and
regulations, Jane Doe will continue to live in a place where shit happens.
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Summary

We are at the beginning of a new age. The technological tsunami of AI, AR, VR, robotics and
cloning approaching our shores, renders useless our old ways of doing things. We need to adopt
new legal frameworks for identity, data and consent, as well as ensuring the electrical grid will
always be there.
However, in many places on the planet, “shit happens”. Not quite half the planet’s
population doesn’t have internet access and most can’t afford existing data packages, let
alone what the 5G world is bringing.
This paper lays out the following principles to address places where shit happens:
• Internet citizen global access equality
• Citizen 5G ability for all areas of the planet
• Secure, stable electrical supply to all areas of the planet
• Secure, remote birth registration and digital identity issuance
• Leveraging AI/robotics to assist with civil registrations in challenging locations
• New age civil registration system should be immune from corrupt officials
• Secure ability to share smart phones, AR/VR glasses/lenses, other devices
• Cross-jurisdiction ability to query the new age civil registration database
• New age civil registration system can be used for emergency response identification
• New age people can learn, train and work from where they live
• Ensuring enforcement of identity, data and consent in at all locations on the planet
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s prescient farewell address, stated earlier in this paper, recognized:
• Shrinking of the planet in 1961, acknowledging mutual trust and respect were required
• The weakest nations and people had to come to the table to be equal partners
It’s not quite 60 years since this address. We live on a shrinking planet where the advent of
AI, AR, VR, robotics and cloning is changing how we live, work and play. If we want to
address the people who live on the other side of the digital divide, in places where “shit
happens”, we need to bring new ways of doing things.
This starts with:
• Agreement on fundamental principles
• Creating new laws/regulations globally enforced
• Rethinking civil registration services to include robotics and human cloning
• Major economies funding a 5-10-year program to eliminate the digital divide
Will we choose to stumble along, using our old ways of doing things? Or, will we, as a
planet, do what Eisenhower suggested? The choice is ours to make.
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